Daniels Urges Support for Young Scientists

Amputee Makes History
Man who lost both arms in electrical accident 40 years ago was able to operate APL-designed system by simply thinking about moving his limbs. Read more here: http://bit.ly/arms115

Putting Microscopes Inside the Body

Power Grid Predictions
You Are What You Tweet
Analysis of Twitter posts could provide fresh insight into mental health illness trends. Read more here: http://bit.ly/tweet115

Are We There Yet?

Hopkins Team Designs New Suit for Ebola Caregivers
CBID/Jhpiego design, which aims to reduce infection risks, chosen for funding in federal competition. Read more here: http://bit.ly/ebola115

Health

Research Highlights from Johns Hopkins Medicine
Featuring a few of 2014’s discoveries, from lubricants for arthritic joints to clues about autism and mental illnesses, our quest to prevent and treat disease begins with world class biomedical research. Watch here: http://bit.ly/review115

Hidden Signs of Autism
A Chemo-Boosting Combo?

A Health Care Delivery Model That Delivers

Discovery May Help Design Drugs to Prevent Sudden Cardiac Death

Doctors Report Prescribing Fewer Opioids for Pain

Study: Nearly Half of U.S. Kids Exposed to Trauma

Study Links Vitamin E Deficiency, Miscarriage Risk